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Being Under Pressure Has Never Been This Delicious, Easy And Electrifying!Pressure-cooking

is one of the best ways to cook food. For one, it cooks foods faster than conventional cooking. It

also softens hard to chew foods like meat, making them tender and easy to enjoy. It’s energy

efficient and tends to lock in more nutrients and taste. With all these reasons, it’s a wonder not

everyone pressure-cooks at home!DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY OF THIS E-BOOK NOW and

learn many different electric pressure-cooking recipes such as:Corny Chowder And Other

Electric Pressure-Cooked Soup RecipesChickeriyaki Wings And Other Electric Pressure-

Cooked Chicken RecipesMongolian Pressure Beef And Other Electric Pressure-Cooked Beef

RecipesSweet And Sour Ribs And Other Electric Pressure-Cooked Pork RecipesWhy wait

another day before you start experiencing more electric culinary joy at home by pressure-

cooking? DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY OF THIS E-BOOK NOW and start living a fuller culinary

life UNDER (ELECTRIC) PRESSURE!Download your copy today!To order, click the BUY

button and download your copy right now!Tags: Electric, Pressure, Cooker, Recipes,

Cookbook, Dinner, Breakfast

"Dr. David Ludwig is the leading researcher and voice in our food and nutrition revolution. His

focused, incisive, impeccable and irrefutable research has broken the code on why we are

facing an overwhelming epidemic of obesity and chronic disease. His voice needs to be heard

by all, and heeded by all." - Mark Hyman"David Ludwig is one of the very few voices of true

authority in the world of obesity. This book goes to the heart of the underlying cause of our

obesity crisis based on the emerging science of satiety and how it controls our hunger. More

importantly, this book offers a practical, lifetime approach to return to a state of improved

wellness regardless of your weight." - Barry SearsAbout the AuthorDavid S. Ludwig, MD, PhD,

is a practicing endocrinologist and researcher at Boston Children's Hospital, Professor of

Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School, and Professor of Nutrition at Harvard School of Public

Health. Described as an "obesity warrior" by Time magazine, Dr. Ludwig has been featured in

the New York Times and on NPR, ABC, NBC, CBS, and CNN, among others.Dawn Ludwig has

devoted her career to helping people discover the fun, beauty, and delicious taste of natural

foods. For fifteen years, she owned and directed The Natural Epicurean Academy of Culinary

Arts in Austin, Texas, recognized as one of the top "Cutting Edge Cuisine" cooking schools in

the United States. Dawn has written on the subjects of nutrition and health for a variety of

publications, including Whole Health Magazine, Natural Home, Austin Monthly, Austin Fit, and

others. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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The Greatest Electric Pressure Cooker Recipes In HistoryFast, Easy & Delicious Electric

Pressure Cooker Recipes You Will LoveBy Sonia Maxwell COPYRIGHT © 2014 ATF

PUBLISHING ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. NO PART OF THIS BOOK MAY BE REPRODUCED

OR TRANSMITTED IN ANY FORM OR BY ANY MEANS, ELECTRONIC OR MECHANICAL,

INCLUDING PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, OR BY ANY INFORMATION STORAGE AND

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE AUTHOR, EXCEPT

WHERE PERMITTED BY LAW. Table of ContentsBy Sonia

MaxwellINTRODUCTIONCHAPTER 1: PRESSURE COOKING 101FIRST GENERATION
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CHOPSCONCLUSION INTRODUCTION“Life is like a pressure cooker. Sometimes, you’ve

gotta let off a little steam to keep from blowing your top.” – Susan GalePressure-cooking is one

of the best ways to cook food because for one, it cooks foods faster than conventional cooking.

As such, it also saves on energy and tends to retain much of our foods’ taste and nutrients

because cooking longer tends to burn away more nutrients. And lastly, it keeps our cooking

environment cooler because unlike ordinary cooking, pressure-cooking keeps the heat, steam

and pressure inside it.In this e-book, I’ll teach you how to prepare delicious soup, chicken, beef

and pork dishes using an electric pressure cooker. These dishes are easy to prepare at home

and will surely add more culinary joy in your life.Here’s to your successful electric pressure-

cooking!CHAPTER 1: PRESSURE COOKING 101Pressure cooking is a way of cooking food

with the use of cooking liquids like water via a sealed container – also known as a pressure

cooker that prevents air and liquids from escaping unless it reaches or exceeds a certain

pressure limit. In doing so, foods are cooked faster with less energy used.How does it work?

Pressure cooking heats food more rapidly compared to non-pressure cooking because the

resulting internal steam pressure from the boiling liquid creates saturated or wet steam, which

transfers heat much faster compared to dry air and results in faster cooking. Thus, pressure

cooking is considered to be the most energy-efficient cooking method. FIRST GENERATION

PRESSURE COOKERS These pressure cookers are also known as old-type pressure cookers

that operate with pressure-release valves that are weight-modified. These can be very loud

because their valves operate like the piston of a steam engine train. Most old-type pressure

cookers only offer one pressure level. SECOND GENERATION PRESSURE COOKERS These

pressure cookers are also referred to as the new generation ones. These come with a spring-

loaded pressure release valve and normally come with at least 2 pressure settings. Some of

these pressure cookers, however, are non-venting, i.e., they don’t release steam or pressure

during operation and comes with a pressure level indicator instead. In order to release steam,

you’ll have to open the non-venting cooker or the cooker itself will release steam only as a

precaution when the pressure limit is reached or exceeded. Other new generation pressure

cookers, i.e., venting ones, come with adjustable valve settings that can be used to set or

release pressure while operating.And then there are electric pressure cookers. A Free Gift For



You Thank you for downloading this book! We want to give you full access to a selected group

of readers who every week get solid, inspiring and life changing kindle books at zero

cost.Wouldn't it be great to get FREE kindle books directly into your email every week?

Wouldn't it be great to be the first to know when we’re releasing new, fresh, and above all,

FREE books on Cooking, Food & Wine?It would, indeed! And we are willing to give you full

access to it.But why would we do something like this? Why would we give away books that

took countless hours to write?Simple: Because we want to get the word out.
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these pressure cookers, however, are non-venting, i.e., they don’t release steam or pressure

during operation and comes with a pressure level indicator instead. In order to release steam,

you’ll have to open the non-venting cooker or the cooker itself will release steam only as a

precaution when the pressure limit is reached or exceeded. Other new generation pressure

cookers, i.e., venting ones, come with adjustable valve settings that can be used to set or

release pressure while operating.And then there are electric pressure cookers. A Free Gift For

You Thank you for downloading this book! We want to give you full access to a selected group

of readers who every week get solid, inspiring and life changing kindle books at zero

cost.Wouldn't it be great to get FREE kindle books directly into your email every week?

Wouldn't it be great to be the first to know when we’re releasing new, fresh, and above all,

FREE books on Cooking, Food & Wine?It would, indeed! And we are willing to give you full

access to it.But why would we do something like this? Why would we give away books that

took countless hours to write?Simple: Because we want to get the word out.Kindle authors can

promote newly released books on Ebook Tops by setting them free. This allows us to spread

the word at a very fast pace, getting thousands and thousands of downloads in a very short

period of time.Whenever we set our books free we only do it for a few days - If not even less -

Before setting them at their regular price. That's precisely why you will benefit from being the

first to know when they are free before they turn paid once more!So, are you ready to claim

your FREE kindle books?
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Virginia lee, “Dig out that pressure cooker!. If you're like me, you've got a pressure cooker

gathering dust on some closet shelf. Well, it's time to dust thatthing off and put it to good use!

Sonia Maxwell's The Greatest Electric Pressure Cooker Recipes in History isfull of simple and

savory recipes for meals you will love. One of my favorites Smokey Brisket is there. Plus,

thereare recipes for Mongolian Pressure Beef, Sweet and Sour Ribs, Chickeriyaki Wings,

Corny Chowder, and loads ofother scrumptious dishes.In addition to the promise of great food,

the book highlights the benefits of cooking with a pressure cooker such assaving energy and

preserving food nutrients.I'm ready to get started right now!”

Blackbird II, “This is really Pressure Cooking 101!. I never used a pressure cooker in my life,

thinking it is a complicated tool, as my mother had the first generation pressure cookers, and
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which I heard, caused accidents if not used properly! As I am not very aware of kitchen stuff,

this book introduced me to the second generation pressure cookers, which are the electric

cookers! The soup recipes are mouthwatering! I am now off  to buy a pressure cooker!”

Sky, “Mouthwatering recipes for electric pressure cooker. I've been looking for electric pressure

cooker recipes since it is the most convenient and best way to cook food. And in my case, I

preffer cooking in pressure cooking because I love traveling and that's the only thing that are

usually available in apatments I rent that can be use in cooking. It's a great thing that I found

this book! The recipes are mouthwatering and easy to follow. I can't wait to try one every week!”

Timon, “The Greatest Elictric Pressure Cooker Recipes. The title says it all, this is an excellent

Guide on how to use an electric Pressure Cooker, if you don't have one, get one now and get

this book as well.The recipes are amazingly easy to follow and the results are very tasty.I am

impressed and highly recommend this book.”

Connie B., “Nice book.. Really nice book with some amazing recipes, definitely recommend if

you like to use your pressure cooker for cooking!”

carole mullenger, “Four Stars. very good recipes”

The book by Sonia Maxwell has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 43 people have provided feedback.
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